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Trivia 2024

All questions used in Trivia 54: Very Superstitious are the property of David 
Coulthurst, copyright 2024, and may not be reprinted or rebroadcast in any 
manner. These questions are intended for the enjoyment of the registered 

teams and players of Trivia, and for the listeners of 90FM.

Paige Augustine
Lili Breitenfeldt
Abigail Cherek
Hailey Fuller
Eric Hamus

Logan Koceja
Ashton Parker

Shaun Przybylski
Wayne Semmerling

Mary Stroik
Derek Tritz

Chris & Madison Wiza
Jake Zahn

and The 90FM Staff

the staff that made it all possible

Team ID Label
Here

Trivia Chairpersons Dave Coulthurst and Jim Oliva 
WWSP Station Manager Mack McGregor

Faculty Advisor Alex Ingersoll

Mark your calendars for Trivia 55: April 11, 12, 13, 2025
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This is Trivia like it is played nowhere else.  
This is the biggest and best, so pull out all the stops and let’s play Trivia, Fast Eddie!

2024 WWSP 90FM Trivia Rules

The Object of The Game
One: Have fun! Two: Amass points by answering Trivia 
questions correctly. Each question is worth up to 500 
points, determined by the number of teams getting the 
correct answer. The team with the highest point total at 
the end of the contest wins. Questions will deal with any 
facts which the Trivia Oz determines to be Trivia. All rules 
are subject to change at the discretion of the Oz.

How To Play
Trivia 54: Very Superstitious begins at 6pm Friday, April 
12th, and runs 54 hours through midnight Sunday, April 
14th. In most hours, the announcers on WWSP-90FM will 
ask eight questions and each question will run for two 
songs. Earn points by calling in the correct answer to the 
current question before time runs out.

•   The last question will run the length of one song.
•   Questions in the Midnight and 6 PM hours on Saturday 

and Sunday will run the length of one song at least 
four minutes long.

•   Singing questions will run the length of three songs.

Once you’ve decided upon an answer, start calling in 
early to improve your chances of getting in before time 
runs out. Expect busy signals on easier questions. Call 
in your answer using only the Trivia phone number 
found at the front of your copy of the New Trivia Times. 
Please dial carefully, especially at night. When your call 
connects:
 1   The operator will ask for your ID number.
 2   Provide your team ID number (found in the front of 

this book).
 3   The operator will repeat your ID number, then ask for 

your answer.
 4   If the operator didn’t repeat your ID number correctly, 

it is your responsibility to repeat and confirm it before 
continuing with your answer.

 5    Provide your answer. Please speak clearly. It is your 
responsibility to give the operator the opportunity 
to ask you to repeat your answer if necessary. They 
will not provide clues or say whether you are right or 
wrong.

 6   Wait for your operator to thank you, then hang up 
immediately.

Each team may call in one answer per question. Multiple 
answers may result in no points for your team for that 
question. Multiple answers on multiple questions may 
result in your team’s disqualification.
Point values for questions will be revealed after Trivia 
Focus, with a one-hour delay. For example, the values for 
questions in Hour 1 will be read at the beginning of Hour 3.
Your team may also earn points through Music Snippet 
questions, Trivia Stone stamps, and Running Questions. 
Read through your New Trivia Times for more information.

Disputing Answers
Listen carefully to answer the question as it is asked. 
Questions about public personas require  
their stage or performing names, unless  
otherwise specified. Cary Grant is a stage  
name. Archibald Leach was his birth name. 

A complaint line will be open during most of the contest. 
We will announce when it opens and closes. The complaint 
line is for the purpose of discussing the validity and 
accuracy of a question or answer. You must have legitimate 
sources to contest our sources. The Oz shall determine if 
your complaint and/or source is worthy of taking action.  
If you have a problem with your score and how it compares 
with ours, remember, our total is correct.

Fair play
The rules of Trivia promote the mutual enjoyment of all 
participants. We will strive to maintain the integrity and 
reputation of the contest, and may disqualify any team 
that infringes on the rights of other players to participate in 
an honest contest.

Cheating will not be tolerated. This includes collaborating 
with other teams, disturbing items related to the Trivia 
Stone or Running Questions, making deceitful edits on 
public websites, or re-posting New Trivia Times photos on 
public websites or apps. There is no need to repost New 
Trivia Times pictures as they are available on the Trivia 
website. A password-protected space only for members of 
your team is OK.

By participating, you agree to follow these rules and proper 
sportsmanship. Remember also to return all borrowed 
books to libraries as soon as possible after the contest. 
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There will be two Running Questions during the contest. 
Each is an opportunity to get outside and get your blood 
pumping while you find the answers to questions about 
the neighborhood. Running questions will challenge your 
physical endurance, cleverness, and trivial knowledge.

Teams may send any number of representatives to each. 
Make sure they have your team ID number, a pencil, 
some type of measuring device, and perhaps jogging 
clothes. They can get there any way they want, following 
all traffic laws to (and from) the starting locations, but 
finding the answers to the questions themselves must be 
done on foot. To repeat: No wheels may be used during 
the questions. Exception: wheelchairs and strollers are 
allowed. Using other wheels will result in no points for 
your team for that question. There will always be ample 
time to answer the questions, as we do them on foot in 
an old-guy time of 45 minutes. One more thing: In years 
past, you might have brought a ladder along to measure 

something up high, like the size of an everything bagel. To 
prevent anyone from having to walk under a ladder, we’re 
letting you know now that you won’t need one this year!

The first Running Question begins 7am Saturday 
morning. Team representatives should meet in the big 
parking lot on the corner of Main Street and Strongs  
in downtown Stevens Point. If you get there early, save 
us a couple of parking spots in the corner by the United 
Way display.

The second Running Question begins at 7am Sunday 
morning. Team representatives should meet near the 
covered walkway West of the Armed Forces Career 
Center in Plover. If you get there early, save us a couple of 
parking spots near the middle benches.

Please use caution traveling to and from the running 
question locations due to the high level of foot traffic.

See you there…

RUNNING QUESTIONS
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  “SERVING CENTRAL WISCONSIN FOR OVER 30 YEARS”  “SERVING CENTRAL WISCONSIN FOR OVER 30 YEARS”

We’re your local source We’re your local source 
for any printing, copyingfor any printing, copying

& direct Mail& direct Mail

23 Park Ridge Drive23 Park Ridge Drive
Stevens Point, WIStevens Point, WI

**Across from Nice as New  **Across from Nice as New  
and Walgreens**and Walgreens**

Call: Call: 715-345-2650715-345-2650
or Email: printing@dolcedigital.comor Email: printing@dolcedigital.com
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The Trivia Stone is a test of trivia teams’ accuracy, 
endurance, cleverness, and trivial knowledge.
Throughout the contest, we will read clues to the Stone on 
the air. They will not be repeated or elaborated upon; they  
are what they are. You may record the clues to ensure 
accuracy. Follow those clues on your journey to get up to 
three stamps that will earn your team trivia points. One 
stamp is worth 50 points. Two will earn 150 points. Getting  
all three stamps will get you 300 points.
While following the clues, remember this: at no time will you 
be instructed to violate any laws or ordinances. If you find 
yourself breaking the law, you made a mistake. If you get to 
a roundabout, you made a mistake. Under no circumstances 
are you to use any type of artificial light source at night 
except for your headlights. Do not use any other beams— 
you may be arrested for disturbing the peace.
To keep traffic manageable, there are two Stone Groups.  
Look at your registration sticker to determine which Stone 
Group clues—Group A or Group B—your team must follow  
to receive points. Be sure to follow the correct clues.

•   Stone Group A: Your starting point is in front of the 90 FM 
studios on Reserve Street in Stevens Point, facing South.

•   Stone Group B: Your starting point is in front of the 90 FM 
studios on Reserve Street in Stevens Point, facing North.

The Stone Clue schedule is posted on 90fmtrivia.org.  
Be ready for stamp pickup times as follows:
•   Stone Group A: 3:15am Sat., 4:15am Sun., and 4:15pm Sun.
•   Stone Group B: 4:15am Sat., 5:15am Sun., and 5:15pm Sun.

You will have 45 minutes to get each Trivia Stone stamp. 
Present the inside front cover of the New Trivia Times with 
your ID number sticker in it to get your Trivia Stone stamps. 
No stamps will be given without that stickered New Trivia 
Times. Stamps are coded by Stone Group. If you get a stamp 
from the wrong group, you will receive no points.
Present your stamped copy of the New Trivia Times in person 
at the 90 FM studios 6:30-7:30 PM Sunday to get your points. 
Do not drop it off early or bring it in late.
Good luck! Remember to watch out for black cats crossing 
your path, and drive safely. In Stevens Point, RoboCop is 
always watching!

THE TRIVIA STONE
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TRIVIA PHILOSOPHY

This year’s eclipse-enhanced Registration Monday will go  
down in the books as one for the ages—just not the Dark Ages.
We’re beyond that kind of thing, I hope. Still, even with just a dimming of the sun during a partial 
eclipse, it’s easy to get a queasy feeling when the birds go quiet. It almost makes you do something to 
make normal come back.

And that’s what superstition leads to: doing (or not) something because you think it will cause 
something to happen (or not). We’ve pretty much figured out most of the big superstitions are a bunch 
of hooey. It’s a given that throwing someone into a volcano won’t save your town, your town’s crops, or 
your rule over your town. We mostly understand comets, eclipses, droughts, and earthquakes, so when 
they happen we deal with any consequences, mostly without the modern day equivalent of rainmakers 
and snake-oil salesmen who duck out of town before we realize they just took our money.

Some superstitions help people to do the right thing. They help keep people from knocking over 
ladders and breaking mirrors. Lighting three cigarettes on one match gives an enemy sniper enough 
time to get the third soldier, so tell your troops that THREE ON A MATCH IS BAD LUCK. TEN, TWENTY, 
THIRTY, FORTY, FIFTY OR MORE losses and you’ve got a trend, not a superstition.

Of course, a lot of superstitions are harmless fun. Having a lucky number, wearing lucky socks, saying 
“break a leg” instead of good luck backstage, blowing on your dice, and throwing salt over your 
shoulder, even making note of a ladybug landing on your shoe right before you score…none of those 
things will hurt anybody else if you believe they have power, so go ahead and have fun with them.

Just change those lucky socks now and then.

And so, Trivia 54: Very Superstitious is a celebration of superstitions in all the fun bits of pop culture 
that entertain us and inspire the questions we enjoy so much.

There’s really only one way to wrap this up: Good luck…and Let’s play Trivia, Fast Eddie.

DAC

BEATLESFEST
WWSP  
89.9FM  
PRESENTS

Watch the contest on 

Twitch!
                    GET THE LINK AT  

90fmtrivia.orgMAY 3·4·5
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Screen & Storm Window Repair

          Collector Car Custom Glass Work

Windshield Repair & Replace

          Thermo Pane Replacements

                    Custom Shower Doors & Mirrors
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Hello Trivia Players!
Firstly, I’d like to thank you for your continued support of 90FM and this 
contest. It takes a village to keep an institution like this running for as 
long as it has, and we would not be able to do it without you!
We have been enjoying the time leading up to Trivia,  
producing great events such as 80s weekend, Radiothon,  
and 24 hours of Fleetwood Mac. I am happy to report  
that this year’s Radiothon Auction raised over  
$6,000! Thank you to those who placed bids and  
donated auction items this year.
Beyond that, the executive staff and volunteers have been working hard 
to bring you Trivia 54: Very Superstitious. I cannot thank the staff of 90fm 
enough for all of the effort they have put in to bring Trivia to Stevens 
Point for its 54th year. It has been a joy to work with fellow students to 
put on my last (and hopefully best) contest as a student. With that, get 
your lucky socks ready because everything’s waiting for you!
Let’s play Trivia, fast Eddie.
- Mack McGregor

FROM THE STATION MANAGER

BEATLESFEST
MAY 3·4·5

WWSP  
89.9FM  
PRESENTS
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ahamasahamasBB O N  T H E
R I V E R

1766 CTH-66 W1766 CTH-66 W
stevens point wIstevens point wI

&&
tasty foodtasty food  
cold drinkscold drinks
good timesgood times

waterfront view
s

waterfront view
s  

waterfront view
s

waterfront view
s  

waterfront view
s 

715-997-9090

canoe 
& kayak
rentals
$10 all
day
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Watch the contest on 

Twitch!
                    GET THE LINK AT  

90fmtrivia.org

Good luck, Trivia Players
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The Unlucky  
Trivial  

Stooges
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To Jim Oliva and John Eckendorf,  
for great times and great mentorship...
To Alex Neupert, for helping to write this contest...
...and to everyone who helped out  
in countless ways, THANK YOU! 

thank you!
Stevens Point and Plover Police Departments & 

Portage County Sheriff’s Office
Stevens Point Brewery  •  The Pineries Bank

Portesi Italian Foods, Inc.  •  Aspirus Health
Skyward, Inc.  •  Sentry Insurance  •  Guu’s on Main

MADA Custom Apparel  •  UWSP Alumni Association
Wisconsin Potato and Vegetable Growers Association

Ho-Chunk Gaming, Nekoosa  •  Cellcom
Galaxy Comics, Games, and More  •  Keller Builds

Food + Farm Exploration Center
KPR Brokers  •  Point Forward Physical Therapy

Ford Chiropractic Clinic  •  Hostel Shoppe
Point Trophy  •  Schierl Tire & Auto Service

John and Laura Louis  •  Bob Cummings
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